
Three views of South Africa's P IN K0 QUE S T ION

1. Piet de Vries
speaks
his mind ...

HAROLD HEAD

JOBS. JOBS, JOBS. HE just couldn't understand how any
white man can be without a job. Besides the call ?f
commerce and industry, look at th~ many. ave~ues In
government. The!e is the public serv.lce, ~hIch v~rtually
employs thousands of whites and IS dally callI~g.for
more and more whites. They even have a commission,
whatever ·that means, then there is the government that
looks after the volk,

Look at me, Piet de Vries, only nine months fr~m

the platteland and the progress I've made, position I ve
gained, at th~ Ioca.l prison. ;And w~a~ do I do? Report
on duty at SIX thirty, A bit of dnlhng to loosen .our
limbs. Then off. It's only sometimes that I report a.b!tle
bit earlier. Just to count. Yes, count. And ~ot liftl~g

anything up or scratching around. But Just plain
counting. Counting of kaffirs' heads. Although they are
counted each night they have to be counted the follow
ing morning again, because you can never trust .t~ese

kaffirs. Toordokters. From there, we take our positions
in the yard. God, if you want to see a good. kaffir, see
him in the morning in a prison-yard, kneeling on the
ground while having his meal. At yo~r ~ase. ~o~ an.d
then I'd play with one of them, by kicking him In hIS

arse, hell, and then you should see how a kaffir smiles.
Now in my span, I've got a good lot of kaffirs. 1

never even think that it will ever be necessary to use
my revolver on them. From the first moment .1 took
them out I let them see that I'm not their brother. I
told them they are convicts and I'm a baas. Most of
them were there for not paying their taxes or carrying
their passes. They are the ones that make it hard for
the government to pay its debts. And then when
they are sent out of town to their homes in the reserves,
they keep staying on. So I haven't got much time for
kaffirs.

So for the whole day, all I have to do is see that they
do their work and don't try to run away.

H A R 0 L D H E A D is a young Transvaler living in
Cape Town.
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Even the warders in the offices don't have to work
so hard. There they have kaffirs that are a bit educated
and they do all the work. You hardly have to worry
about any mistakes in the books, because those kaffirs
know. As soon as they make a mistake, they lose their
staff positions and then they'll have to go and work
on the lands.

At lunch there is always a kaffir who wants to clean
my shoes. And here I want to tell you. The things ate
good at cleaning. My holster, my belt, my buttons, my
badge. My kaffirs make them shine like the colonel's,
bearing in mind he has a kaffir who does only that
wock. .

At five o'clock, the day's duties are over. Well, then
we just have to chase the kaffirs to their cells, count
them again then lock up.

What more can one want. Now listen. I live at the
barracks. In the morning when we wake up, all we have
to do is wash our faces then sit to a scrumptious
breakfast. I don't have to make my bed, clean my room
or do any other thing. The department sees to it. And
these kaffirs make delicious pumpkin-fritters. I'm telling
you. They are the only kaffirs that I don't mind giving
some tobacco every now and then. .

Oh, how ' I like to climb the koppie on a Sunday
morning, when I don't go off to town to see Willem
and his wife. There you see the beauty of a prison farm
colony. The bridges, the .dams, the irrigation schemes,
the fruitful lands, the cows grazing in the fields and the
beautiful ·cottages of the married quarters. God, and to
think all that beauty is created by kaffirs. Honestly, I
really believe the government is doing a lot to help the
kaffirs. When they're free men all they do is rob,
murder, steal and rape. But here, under the govern
ment's hands they are at .least doing things for their
own good. No wonder some of them have the habit of
staying away for only a month or so.

What more can a man want?
I really must get Mina to let Willem take on work

here. Look at me saying work, when I've just told you
about the easy life. There is no work for the same pay
that is as easy as this job. Look at the dangers of a
railway shunter, the long walks of a postman, some
times carrying kaffirs' letters, and all other work. If it's
not this, it's that.

No government has ever given such a lot of work to
our people. What a black B.A. or Matriculant does,
any 'Standard Six or Standard Eight white does. My
vote will always go to the present government. Look at
other .parties against the government, what they speak
of, one man one vote. Where will we be? There is too
many kaffirs, more than we' are, Phew. How any of the
whites can think ' that way beats me. One man, one
vote, sis.
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And finally. Look at n1Y uitimate position in life.
Head-warder, chief warder, lieutenant, captain, major,
commandant, colonel, possibly field-marshal depending
on the behaviour in Langa. Hitler's dream come true in
my country, in our own country. I don't know what the
kaffir politicians are talking about. Saying this is their
country. They belong in the Congo. After all that is
where they all come from. Oom Hendrik made it quite
clear and he is right. The South African nation means
the white people of the country. And he should know.
He's a Doctor of Philosophy. Spent half of his life
thinking and very much respected by the church. Not
communist inspired like these kaffir agitators. That is
why the prisons are so full of them. They'll never get
anything right, wanting to be equal with us. I could
have understood it if they were white. But black as
they are. The savages. To think what they did to our

(ADVER TISEMENT]

2. The Pinko
Problem

Dr. the Hon. PAUL MAKATINI*

IN VIEW OF THE VICIOUS attacks on the Government of
South Africa and the blatant misrepresentations of the
overseas press, it is particularly important that the
Pinko problem be put in its proper and objective per
spective. We must first study the background to the
problem. Who are the Pinkos? Where did they come
from? What part have they played in the history of our
country? What is their way of life? . .

The Pinko-Caucasoids, generally known as . Pinkos
for short invaded the African Continent some 400 years
ago. Th~y originally came from the .western tip of the
Eurasian Continent and slowly migrated southward
until they spread all over Africa. Our own South
African Pinkos first immigrated in 1652. They belong
to two major tribes or ethnic groups, the amaBoer and
the amaBriton, with an admixture of other smaller
Pinko tribes. All anthropologists are agreed that the
Pinkos, physically different though they are from Afri
cans, belong to the same Bantu species. They seem to
be endowed basically with the same innate abilities as
Africans, but due to environmental or educational

*Before becoming Minister of Pinko Administration and Deve-
lopment, Dr. Makatin held the chair of Pinko Anthropology
at the Nkrumah University in Lutuliville. His book Kinship
and Marriage among the amalloer is already a classic. He
therefore writes in his dual capacity as a scholar and as an
administrator. Dr. Makatini is a fluent amaBoer and ama
Briton linguist, having been brought up among Pinko children
on his father's farm. He therefore knows the Pinkos inti-

. mately,as his warm and sympathetic treatm~nt of his subject
cannot fail to convince the readers. (The Editor.)
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people on the trek. And now they want us to be good
and kind to them. And what is good and kind in them?
A kaffir is only good and kind when he is dead. May
they all die out.

Hmmm. I better go in and see whether that kaffir has
finished ironing my shirt and trousers already. Mina
must really try and get Willem to sign on. Right now
he has no future, selling insurance to the kaffirs in
Nyanga. As if they want insurance, or know what it
means. All they know is making children, more black
kaffirs coming into the world. Bringing diseases, poverty
and ignorance, then off to gaol.

For me there is a pension fund, medical aid, buying
aid and every other aid that I may need. Long service,
and who knows my children can be proud to say, their
father is Field-Marshal Piet de Vries who won Alexan
dra Township for the country. •

factors, they suffer under certain handicaps. For
example, being unused to manual labour, they appear,
on the whole, much less resistant than Africans to
strenuous efforts. This is not to say, however, that they
are innately inferior to Africans. It just means that their
abilities lie in different fields. The accusation, often
heard overseas, that our government views the Pinkos
as inferior is completely slanderous. We believe that the
Pinkos, under proper guidance, have a great future
ahead of them, and my Department in particular is
devoting its energies to the development of the amaBoer
and the amaBriton along the lines where their natural
abilities lie.

Our critics overseas often have a completely unrealis
tic image of our South African Pinkos, comparing them
to the Pinkos of Western Eurasia. It must be remem
bered, however, that our Pinkos have been cut off from
the main currents of Pinko Culture for over 300 years
and, hence, are much more backward. Our Pinkos are
a simple, fun-loving, homely people very close to
nature. The understandable ill-feeling of some Africans
towards our Pink os is due to the fact that the Pinkos
have introduced many undesirable things into our
country, for example slavery, firearms, diseases such as
smallpox and syphilis, tobacco, hard liquor, deforesta
tion and erosion. My government and the more enlight
ened Africans realise, however, that the Pinko
contribution to our country has not been entirely
negative. To cite only one illustration, their folk reme
dies have been a real contribution to modern medicine.

Having dealt very briefly with the background of our
Pinko problems, we must now answer the unfair
criticisms that have been levelled at us concerning the
treatment of Pinkos in South Africa.

[1] Why do you Africans consider the Pinkos
inferior?

This is a completely false accusation. The Minister
of Pinko Education the Hon. Julius Ngwenya, recently
said in Parliament: "It is unbelievable how clever some
of the Pinko children are, when given the benefit of
our African. educational system. They seem to have a
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special mechanical aptitude and will, in due course,
make competent technicians in the Pinko homelands",
Our great Prime Minister, Dr. A. K .. Ndlovu, de.cla::ed
at the opening of an amaBoer dancing, beer-drinking
and meat-roasting feast to celebrate their migration
(trEk) into the interior of South Africa: "I have the
greatest confidence in the future of the Pinko people,
We do not regard you as inferior as some of your
agitators tell you. If you accept our guidance and
co-operate with the government, we will accomplish
great things together".

[2] Why are Pinkos segregated?

Here too .the true position of our country is being
deliberately misrepresented. South Africa consists of
several language groups and we believe that each group
can best develop along its own lines and in its own
areas, just as the Bolivians live in a different country
from the Pakistani. There is nothing discriminatory
about that. Pinkopolis, the urban location of the Cape
Peninsula, and the many rural Pinko reserves of the
Free State and the Southern Transvaal are 'being gradu
ally developed as self-governing areas under the
trusteeship of the Department of Pinko Administration
and Development. Some of this land is among the most
fertile and best irrigated in the country. How many of
our critics know that the total area of the Pinko reserves
equals the combined area of Luxembourg, Monaco, the
Vatican, San Marino, Andorra and Lichtenstein? .

Apart from these important facts, the Pinkos them
selves want to be segregated. They are a very proud
people, very conscious of their old traditions, and they
do not want to mix with us Africans. After 300 years of
settlement in South Africa, they have retained tenaci
ously their own tribal culture and have proved
unassimilable, They retain their quaint. dialects (notable
for their absence of clicks), their ancestral totem (the
sprIngbok) and their . religion (christiAnity) with its
strange rites of passage (confirmAtion) and its vestiges
of ritual cannibalism (commUnion), their colourful
costumes (such as the eye-catching "bikInis" worn by
Pinko ·belles who, in their primitive innocence, seem
quite unconscious of their nakedness), and their many
interesting customs such as montrgamy, Monogamy,
(being married to only one woman at the time) for
example, seems to have a stabilising influence on the
Pinko family. It is moving to see how many Pinko
males (those who have not been corrupted by detribali
sation) remain faithful to their ' mates through their
entire lifetime. Pinko marriage rites are a delight ' to
anthropologists because of the transparent phallic sym
bolism of the ceremony which culminates in the passing
of the fourth finger of .the left hand through a ring.

Previous governments have tried to turn Pinkos into
imitation Africans, and the result has been a ludicrous
caricature, because a leopard cannot change his spots.
Once a Pinko, always a Pinko. The present government,
on the other hand, tries to retain and bring out all that
is good in Pinko culture, while, controlling the bad
aspects of it such as tobacco-smoking, drinking and
inter-tribal warfare. We want to combat the detribalisa
tion of the Pinkos, one of the major causes of divorce
and crime .among them. In short, we 'want the Pinkos
to remain essentially Pinko.
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. [3]. . Why do Pinkos have . tocarry..passes]
First of all, we Africans carry identity cards as well.

The only difference is that Pinkos also carry a record
of their 'employment. Reference books are to the bene~t

of the Pinkos because they protect them from competi
tion from sturdier African workers, prevent them from
flooding the labour market in the Af~ican area~, and
allow the police to track down ducktails and agitators
who terrorise the law-abiding Pinkos.

[4] Why are Pinkos not allowed to smoke dagga?
Dagga is a powerful drug which can only be used in

moderation and after long experience. The Pinkos, it
.given free access to .dagga, would. immediately ~buse it
with disastrous consequen.ces to themselves. ThIS form
of "discrimination" is again for the protection of the

.Pinkos towards whom my Department has a deep sense

.of devotion and responsibility.

[5] Why don't Pinkos have the right to vote?
The overseas public must realise that we face a very

.special" situation here in South Africa, and that we
cannot simply apply the system of parliamentary demo
cracy to a society as disparate as our own. When
previous governments · have given the Pinkos the
franchise, the Pinkos have abused it to reduce the non
Pinkos .into slavery. It must be understood, that the
Pinkos are a foreign and outlandish element in Africa
and that we Africans cannot run the risk of letting
ourselves be swamped, as the Pinkos have done in the
'past and wantto do once more. The Pinkos can always
return to Western Eurasia if they don't like it here, but
we have no other homeland. Far from returning to their
original homelands, however, the Pinkos flock to South
Africa. There are already twice as many Pinkos in
South Africa as in all the rest of the Continent put
together. Is this a proof of oppression? The very sug
gestion of oppression is preposterous.

Even though our Pinkos are not directly represented
Continued on page 10

The youth who works in the post office
With his stamp glue sticky mouth agape
Misshapen and uncouth, against whose person
I have great prejudice,
Who speaks a bastard tongue
In an indoor dust decaying voice
Is a lover.
I saw him on the wind filed beach
His Juliet with her seaweed hair
Clammed to his arm,
And I, a socialite in shoes,
Care, or would care nothing for this boy,
But he is Romeo in so/ne adoring eye
And I am not.

1 too have mused on love and claws and
"Darling you are all the sea to me
.A nd all the sky as well," .
. She, flattered into silence clings
And like some three legged lobster shell
They ·limp.

ALAN DUFF
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Continued from page 7
in Parliament, they have an increasing VOIce in their
own affairs. Pinko Advisory Boards are being estab
lished in the Pinko homelands, and Pinko chiefs (known
as "Landdrosts") carefully chosen by my Department
for their sense of responsibility, are being trained to
assume self-government in their own areas. Two
Departments with a staff of 12,722 civil servants, 921
of whom are Pinkos, are devoted full-time to the
welfare of the Pinkos, We spend three times as much
on Pinko education as the Canadians do on educating
their Eskimos. The bill for soil conservation in the
Pinko reserves last year was five times as high as the
amount spent for that purpose by Denmark in the whole
of Greenland, a territory twice the size of South Africa,
or by the United States in its sector of the Antarctic, a
dependency 453 times the size of our Pinko homelands.
We ·do not want to mention how the Soviet Union, one
of our bitterest critics, treats its Lapps, or the Japanese
their Ainu, the Argentinians their Patagonians, and the
Bulgarians their Gypsies.

[6] If the picture is so rosy in South Africa, why
have the Pinkos protested at their treatment't

It is a well-known fact that any community has its
share of ducktails, vagrants and criminals. The criminal
elements among the Pinkos organise Commandoes
against the government, by persuading some, of the
Pinkos that they have grievances. The great mass. of
the Pinkos are law-abiding people, however, and do not
let themselves be swayed by the few agitators. The
Paramount Landdrost of the amaBoer, Gert Retief,
stated recently in his quaint yet forceful dialect while
presenting me with a bible (the sacred book .of the
Christians): "We the amaBoer are wholeheartedly
behind our Great Black Father in his efforts to uplift
the amaBoer people. We do not listen to the hyenas
among us who tell us that the Department of Pinko
Administration and Development, and its Great Black
Landdrost, the HOIl. Paul Makatini, want to devour us .
We know that, as the child must learn to walk before
he can run, and as the springbok must suck from his
mother before he can grow horns, so must we listen to
the wisdom of our Great Black Father, the earthly
representation of our Father in Heaven".

The Paramount Landdrost of the amaBriton, Philip
Nelson Sbepstone, concurred with his amaBoer
colleague as he gave me a beautifully engraved crIcket
club or stick as a token of his loyalty: "We are., Sir, a
proud people with a long tradition of bravery, if I may
be so bold as to remind your Excellency the Minister
of Pinko Administration and Development. But we
know our place, Sir. Indeed we do. Thank you Sir, Your
Excellency, for all you did for the amaBriton people,
and, indeed, for the Pinko people in general. As we say
in our language, God (Tixo) save the King, or rather
God save the President of our great Republic of South
Africa."

Nobody can deny the integrity of these two Para
mount Landdrosts who have won the respect and
devotion of their people. The odious allegations and
accusations of our spiteful enemies are clearly refuted
by the simple facts which I have presented here. We
shall forge ahead on the road to progress according to
our motto: "Separation is strength." [P, L. v, ·d : B.]
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IAFRICANA

Contributions should be sent to Ajricana,
P.O. Box 2068, Cape Town

e The Master of Clare College, Cambridge, Sir Eric
Ashby, advised a thousand students of the Univer
sity of the Witwatersrand yesterday to keep alive
the thread of understanding between the University
and the African community. "Let the African intel
lectuals know that in these few acres there is a place
where they are potentially welcome."-Rand Daily
Alail.

e Influx control prevents Bantu hardship-Headline
in Die Natal/er.

e Students ' in the Faculty of Law may not wear bush
shirts .when attending lectures-Rules for students,
University of the Witwatersrand.

e Canaries demand freedom--Headline in New Age

e A course in Rudiments and Methods is compulsory
for all graduates. Students possessing diplomas must
take a course in .Living and Conception of Life. The
aim of these courses is the introduction of students
to the Christian and worldly view of life-Article on
Potchefstroomse Universiteit vir Christelike Hoer
Onderwys, Official Year Book of the South Africa,
1960.

_ Koop 'n stuk van u eie Republiek-Real estate
advertisement at Malanshof, near Johannesburg.

_ Expand your horison of knowledge with the most
modern, interesting, exciting encyclopaedia-Advert
isement in Rand Daily Mail.

_ .I am sure ·readers must have been quite upset on
reading in The Star on March 29 the recommenda
tions of the Courtesy Campaign to the employer.
We have all had experience of the abuse of privi
leges given to Native domestic servants and now we
employers have been asked to give even more.
Where is this all going to end? I have a friend who,
when living in Cape Town, where these extra
privileges are provided, was asked by her maid for
a radio l-e-Letter in The Star.

Our Own Business Directory
Apostolic Cash Store, 31 16th Avenue, Alexandra

Township.
Chase Manhattan Fruit Shop, Stand 1330-3,

Moroka.
Holy Family Fish and Chips, Germiston.
Peyton Place Dry Cleaners, Johannesburg.
Pirate Trading Co., 61 Smal Street, Johannesburg.
Self Helping Funeral Parlour & Undertaker, 9 A.P.

Section, Moroka West.
Squeeze Trading Store, 126 9th Avenue, Alexandra

Township.
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3. The Snakepit

ALF WANNENBERG

"PASSION-FRUIT, AN' NOT A DROP of anything else since
my kiddie died-ask anybody," the little man, wearing
a black tie in a plastic shirt collar, was telling his mate
as Andy and I shouldered our way through the four
deep lining of day-shift stevedores and crane drivers
around the bar and gave a barman the "I'm thirsty"
sign.

Down the other end of the counter I sighted Mike
and Jim Barton listening with no apparent interest to
some fellow wearing a frayed sports-coat and checked
shirt, and Mike nodded to show that he was coming
over. A barman drifted across and sloshed two brandies
into thick sixpenny tumblers for Andy and me, while
Andy looked apathetically at the no-longer-transparent
measuring bulbs and stained wine casks,

" ... but I've laid off the pots now, that's for sure-
true's God," the little man was saying.

"What you say they call this place?" asked Andy,
"Snakepit."
"So-howcome?"
"... must have been mad or something, way I was

carrying on," the little man was saying. Every night
when I got home, I was full of dike; an' there was my
wife with this little sick kiddie . . . gee, that was a
beautiful kiddie-our first ... an' me drunk as a coot
most times ..."

"Well, look who's fallen from the posh pubs-what
brings you here?" The voice and the hand on my
shoulder belonged to Mike. .

"Showing Andy around the Cape Town dives. From
Jo'burg-likes slumming." There were introductions
from which the man in the frayed sports-coat and
checked shirt was somehow excluded, although he
insisted on shaking our hands all the same.

", . . was like a ~ousy government keeps contami
n~tIng eve~yb?dy .an mucking up the country. Only,
wl~h me ~nnklng like ~ was, I ~as contaminating myself
an mucking up my WIfe an' kiddie," the little man was
saying. I

"Keen political discussion up at the Grand the other
night," said Mik~. "Very high level except for one
bloke kept buggenng It up always asking if we wanted
our sisters to marry Kaffirs."

"Good old low-water mark of South African demo
~rac'y: to eyery white-skinned boy of eighteen, the
inalienable nght to choose his own brother..in-law,' said

A L F WAN N E NB ERG teaches in Cape Town.
He has contributed to Fighting Talk.
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Andy. And I remembered that he'd always been rather
hot on the political jag-red hot, in fact.

"I'll shoot her! I'll shoot her!" said Jim Barton, stab
bing his fist into the counter, and preparing to do the
salne with his head.

"Shoot who?" asked Andy.
"Shoot my sister if she marries a Native."
"Oh, Christ! help me-help us all!" said Mike, slap

ping his hand to his forehead and reeling in mock
despair.

For a moment I was pleased that Andy wasn't a
crusader or missionary or anything like that to waste
his time arguing with the completely 10st-1 hate
politics. Then this unwelcome fellow in the frayed
sports-coat and checked shirt just had to go and make
his contribution:

"An' why shouldn't she marry who she likes? There's
some of them what's been to the university an' got
degrees an' things, an'. . ."

A possible convert! I'd forgotten that Andy was a
hog for making converts-when they were easy.

"This is a very famous pub," I started. "All the early
gold and diamond deals . . . you remember Cecil
John Rhodes ... I.D.B.... even that shooting last
month ..."

But it didn't help. Andy moved over towards the
fellow in the frayed sports-coat and checked shirt, his
right hand extended. The fellow pushed his empty glass
in front of Andy, and a barman promptly filled it with
tickey-hock. Andy paid without a murmur,

"I'm adjourning to the Grand," said Mike. "Hope
that marriage guidance chap that's so interested in our
sisters isn't there."

Jim Barton followed, mumbling about calibre, velo
city, range and an accumulation of ballistic data he'd
been taught when he did his citizen force training.

"Take my advice an' do the same," the little man
~as saying. "NOW. I've .got me this bookkeeping job up
In South West, going to get away from all this I'm used
to. Make a 'new start-a new way of life. Owe it to my
wife an' other kiddie ..."

"What's the use running away from it? You'll find
the same sort of thing there," his mate was objecting.
"Much better you stay an' beat it here, to my mind.
Make your new life here, then you can say you've
really done something."

"An' the temptations," said the little man. "What
about the temptations? First you think you've got
things going right, an' then one day you meet an' old
pal; bang-back where you were-resolutions an' every
thing gone to hell!"

"... so I can get them to send you some literature
stuff to read-that will help you," Andy was saying, as
he wrote his new friend's name and address into a little
black notebook.

The friend was nodding and edging his empty glass
in front of Andy, while a barman unscrewed- the cap
of a tickey-hock bottle.

"Not that I don't love this place-suppose I do,
r~ally. <?nly thing is .I'd like ~o know if I was doing the
right thing by my WIfe an' kiddie if I stayed," the little
man was saying.
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"If you are willing, ' an' have the strength. to change
your whole way of life-then you can't' miss," said his
mate.

Andy was quizzing his new friend:
"So, whatsort of society do we live i,11?"
"Multi-racial." .
"But our democracy must be ...,?" .
"Non-racial."
"And that means ...T"
"Equal rights for all, an' my sister can marry who

she likes." .
"Have you any friends who think the same way as

you?" Andy was trembling with the excitement of his
discovery. "Maybe we can get together and have a
little ..."

"Yes, I suppose I have," said the new friend, tender
ing his empty glass for consideration. "But there's still
one thing I'll like to as' you first: will you let a Native
come an' sit in here with you?"

"Good heavens, of course yes! I mean if ..."
"Well, not me-'s okay what my sister does, long as

she doesn't bring him home to my place, but I'm not
going to have them coming an' sitting in here with me
-wasn't brought up that way!"

Then, as he presented his glass more insistently, Andy
grabbed me by the arm and pulled me out into the
street. Turning me around, he looked up at the red and
white sign that clashed with the mellowed' maturity of
the teak door: . '

S.A.R. & H.
WINE BUFFET
WHITES'ONLY,

The little man with the black tie in a plastic shirt
collar had followed us into the street, and .he paused
beside us to see what we were looking at.

"What did you say they called this place?" asked
Andy.

"Snakepit."
"Saw a fil-m called the 'Snakepit' once," mumbled

the little man-'''bout a .mad-house." •
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1 World surface mail
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2 Renewal subscription
One year R1.80/18s./$2.50
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3 Students in Southern Africa
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Formation
Africa's Need?

COLIN B. COLLINS

Father ColJins suggests that 'formation', as a'
prerequisite for leadership, is the greatest need

PERHAPS THE ONE great fact that strikes anyone flying
over Africa is the fact of distance. Eight miles up and
travelling at some 600 miles an hour, a traveller still
takes 3t hours to do some 2,200 miles to Brazzaville or
LeopoldvilIe. Once the. border of the Transvaal is
crossed there is almost nothing to see for hundreds, and
sometimes almost a thousand miles. No living thing can
be seen on the ground, particularly over Angola and
the previous Belgian Congo. Distance is perhaps the
one factor that colours everything that takes place in
these two territories. When one sees Angola from the
air one ceases to wonder at the fact that an almost full..
scale war can take place in the northern section that is
scarcely being noticed by the, rest of the world. ' In the
previous Belgian Congo one realises that so often news
of this new state is only news of the larger towns such
as Leopoldville and Elisabethville. Throughout the rest
of this immense area of the heart of Africa, administra
tion at a local level goes on, I am told, almost as before.
It is only in the national set-up that rulers lack to a
certain extent the vision of the whole of the Congo. It
is too vast, too big. To a great extent Parliament is
Leopoldville. '

I have recently returned from an All-Africa Con
ference on Catholic education. The Conference was held
at Brazzaville. As on previous trips to different parts of
Africa, two further factors once more came to mind.
This time perhaps they were impressed upon . me to a
greater degree than before.

The first was the fact of political awareness, Politics
seems to be the main concern of every African leader.
Political independence above all else is the fact upper
most in the mind of most Africans. Although
understandable, it has reached in so many people I
have met, the stage of near-neurosis. This state of politi
cal concern was so aptly exemplified in Prime Minister
Nkrumah's now well-used cliche: "Seek ye first the
political kingdom, and all things will be added to you."

The second factor is that of the black-white contrast.
It is strange that while in one's own country, the Repub
lic of South Africa, one finds oneself defending. the
Africans against the Whites, in the rest of the Continent
one is so often forced to put the other point of view-
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